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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Readers,
Welcome to The Painter’s Journal’s ﬁrst issue of
2009-10. It is hard to believe, but this is our 20th
issue and our seventh year of publication. To our
new subscribers, thank you for joining us, and to
those who have been with us for a while, thank you
for your continued patronage. I especially want to
thank those core subscribers who have been there
since the beginning. We appreciate your loyalty!

chase any or all the back issues through the website
store. Have some thoughts or tips to share? Post
them on the Community page. On the homepage
is a link to our Facebook page, where you can become a fan of The Painter’s Journal and have access
to previews of future issues and other news from
us. Have an interesting photo of your work to
share? Upload it to our Facebook page.

I think you will ﬁnd this issue very exciting as I
do. We have three wonderful and diverse articles in
this issue. First new authors Tony Cole and Robert
Tauxe demonstrate the use of optical illusion and
western perspective in their article about Japanese
paper kabuki dioramas. These dioramas are very
similar to our scaled scenic models in theatre and
their use of perspective oﬀers us some good ideas
that could be used in backdrops or perspective
scenery. Next Peter S. Miller talks about the importance of the use of aging techniques for theatre.
This is a multi-part article that will demonstrate
techniques in future issues. Finally, Donna Wymore gives us another article about the business
end of this business. This time the topic is hiring
other workers, whether they are employees or independent contractors. This article looks at a variety of issues in regards to workers including: tools
and equipment, payment, taxes, and payroll.

Finally, I would like to thank our very generous sponsors, whose support makes it possible
to continue bringing you this magazine: Rosco,
Dharma Trading Company, Limelight, and Backstage Hardware. At a time when many companies
are cutting their advertising budgets, these companies thought it was important to sponsor our
magazine. Please be sure to patronize these businesses and don’t forget to mention you saw their
ad in The Painter’s Journal.
Thank you again for your support and happy
painting!

Anthony R. Phelps
Executive Editor

If you have ideas for future articles or have
something that you would like to submit for publication please contact us through our website or
via email at phelps@paintersjournal.com.
Have you been to our website recently at www.
paintersjournal.com? Please stop by to see what’s
new! We now have online a few articles from past
issues. If you are a newer subscriber, you can pur-
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ANNOUNCEMENT
ANNOUNCING THE THIRD ANNUAL YOUNG SCENIC ARTIST’S AWARD
The Painter’s Journal is proud to announce that we are now accepting applications for the third annual Young Scenic Artist’s Award.
This award was established to honor outstanding young scenic artists who are pursuing an undergraduate degree at the time of application. Winners will be decided by a panel of professional scenic artists and announced in the Spring 2010 issue of The Painter’s
Journal.
Awards
Cash awards will be given for First, Second, and Third Place entries, and a selection from the work of each winner will be published in the Spring 2010 issue of The Painter’s Journal. The cash awards are as follows:

1st Place:
2nd Place:
3rd Place:

$300.00
$200.00
$100.00

Application Requirements
Send the application form below along with:
•

8 print photos of your work

•

Resume

•

Short biography (75 words) suitable for publication

•

Two letters of recommendation

•

Application fee

•

All application materials must be sent in one package

The 8 print photos must be at least 5x7 inches. (Electronic ﬁles will not be accepted.) The photos must represent your best work,
either from realized productions or class projects. On the back of each photo provide a brief description of speciﬁcally what you
painted, an outline of the process you used to create your painted eﬀects, and your name. In the photos, show a variety of painting techniques. Application materials will not be returned to applicants.
Application Fee: $15.00 (Please make check payable to The Painter’s Journal.)
Application Deadline: All materials, application form, and application fee must be received by January 5, 2010.
Please send the completed form below (copy as needed) to:
The Painter’s Journal, c/o Anthony R. Phelps, 80 Cotting Street, Medford, MA 02155
Please Print Clearly
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________
City:__________________________________________
Phone:_______________________________
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State:___________________

Zip:________________

e-mail:____________________________________________________
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OPTICAL ILLUSION IN OLD JAPANESE
PAPER KABUKI DIORAMAS:
KUMIAGE TORO PRINTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION
by Tony Cole and Robert Tauxe
Introduction
In Japan, a lively though largely forgotten world of standup paper models and dioramas once existed that spanned the
second half of the Edo (1603-1868), Meiji (1868-1912), and
early Taisho (1912-1926) periods. To be cut out and assembled
from sheets of printed pieces, the models included miniature
replicas of festival ﬂoats, portable shrines, and suits of armor,
while dioramas, both large and small, depicted scenes from real
life, legend, and theatre. Dioramas depicting scenes from contemporary kabuki were common, and although no one is certain, some may even have been released to accompany popular
productions. Dramatic and colorful, they reﬂected the splendor
and excitement of the actual stage, but surviving prints are few,
and almost none survive from the early period. This article discusses dioramas depicting scenes from kabuki and published
in Tokyo during the second half of the Meiji and early Taisho
Periods.
We built a number of the dioramas ourselves and found
that the designs could be quite complex, requiring considerable
dexterity and skill to assemble, but instructions were minimal,
suggesting that the publishers expected the public to be familiar
with the methods of construction and display. In the course of
assembly, we found that some general principles appeared to
govern their design and construction, resulting in one-point
perspective arrangements exhibiting remarkable illusions of

background depth and distance. It is not clear to us when or
how the artists developed this technique – perhaps through
western inﬂuence – or whether they were even consciously
aware of it, but to the public, for whom the dioramas were
apparently made, the novelty of the illusion would have been
both delightful and surprising.
Brief History of Kumiage-Toro
The stand-up paper models and dioramas of the Edo and
Meiji Periods were called kumiage-toro, or “constructed lanterns,” and are said to have originated from paper lanterns displayed during the summer Obon festival when the spirits of
deceased ancestors “visited” living relatives. During the Muromachi Period (1333-1573) the lanterns could be seen at the
Imperial Palace in Kyoto and at major temples. Later, the practice spread to the common populace and probably evolved into
stand-up paper amusements around the middle of the Edo Period, becoming popular in both Osaka, where they originated,
and Edo (present-day Tokyo). In Osaka the amusements were
known more popularly as Tatebanko.
We do not know how many kumiage-toro designs were
produced but it is known that many were created by artists who
specialized in ukiyo-e (woodblock prints depicting kabuki actors, urban pleasures, and landscapes). Some recognized artists
included: in Osaka, Yoshiume Nakajima (1819-1879), Sadanobu Hasegawa (1809-1879), and his son Konobu Hasegawa
(1848-1940); while in Edo/Tokyo, Katsushika Hokusai (17601849), Utagawa Yoshifuji (1828-1887), and Baido Kunimasa.
In many cases, however, the artist was not acknowledged. Considering the amount of skill required to create such works, it is
a great pity that such talent went unrecognized.

Figure 1: Display of Chuushingura Tounyuu, The Treasury of the Loyal Retainers: The Attack. Photo by Masashige Fuji
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The kabuki-themed kumiage-toro dioramas probably
ﬁrst appeared during kabuki’s Golden Age (1673-1841).
Completed dioramas were placed outdoors where passers-by could admire them during the summer evenings.
They were illuminated with candles and were a subject
of haiku poetry.
During the Meiji Period, an inﬂux of western culture saw people increasingly attracted to western forms
of amusement. Ukiyo-e and other forms of nishiki-e (a
colored woodblock print) went into decline as the arrival of photography and more eﬃcient – if less aesthetic
–printing methods made the woodblock print obsolete.
On the other hand, the Meiji Period also brought
European and American fascination for Japan and a sudden demand for all things Japanese. The more picturesque ukiyo-e acquired value for their inﬂuence on western art. Kumiage-toro were not so valuable but a few still
found their way into foreign collections.
The Kabuki Diorama Prints
The kabuki dioramas published in Tokyo during the
second half of the Meiji and early Taisho Periods were
produced as sets of nishiki-e. Generally, all of the pieces
for the diorama, except the base, were included on the
sheets with the major ﬁgures printed mostly on the ﬁrst
or second sheets. Next to each ﬁgure, the names of the
actor and actor’s role were printed. The remaining sheets
included all of the background pieces. The prints exhibited little wasted space – an achievement in itself – and
unused areas were ﬁlled with small pieces that represented clumps of vegetation or rocks.

Assembly of the Kabuki Dioramas
The assembly of a kabuki diorama was most likely no diﬀerent
from that of any other paper diorama. Before the pieces were cut out,
the sheets were probably stiﬀened with extra paper glued onto the
backs, as they would not otherwise have suﬃcient strength to stand
up. Cutting itself no doubt took some time, but to help identify the
pieces more easily, the cut-away background areas were printed with
a diﬀerentiating color. The pieces were then arranged and glued onto
a prepared base as shown in the inset illustration of the completed
work. Small pieces of bamboo or other wood were also glued on as rear
supports to ensure that pieces stayed upright. Completion of a larger
diorama most likely took a number of days.
Figure 2: Print of Chuushingura Tounyuu. Publishing date: 1913
Publisher: Tsunoshima Kamekichi, Tokyo. Sheet 1 of 5
Publisher

Title

Inset
Illustration

The title of the diorama was printed at the top of
each sheet. The printing date, issuing date, and address
of the publisher usually appeared on the ﬁnal sheet down
one side.
The sets contained little in the way of building instructions but like a jigsaw puzzle included an inset illustration showing how the diorama was meant to look
when completed. The inset was usually framed decoratively and printed on the ﬁrst sheet.
Complete diorama sets could be printed on one,
two, three, or more numbered oban-sized (approximately
36cm x 26cm) sheets. Some very large dioramas required
up to ten or more sheets.
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The story of forty-seven samurai who avenged the death of their
lord Hangan. In this diorama scene, Moronao, the nobleman who
caused the death of Hangan, has been captured and is about to be
beheaded. The play was based on a true incident but with changed
names.
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The base dimensions:
Width: 3 shaku (Approx. 90 cm)
Depth: 1.5 shaku (Approx. 45 cm)
Rear base elevation: 3 sun (Approx. 9 cm)

Figure 3: Inset detail of Chuushingura Tounyuu
Both children and adults may have attempted to build the
dioramas, but as they required some patience and skill to assemble, it seems probable that most of the aﬁcionados were not
young children but teenage boys or grown ups.
Perspective in Western Art
In the world of western art, painting things in perspective
as seen in real life is often credited to the Italian artist Giotto
di Bondone (1267-1337). He was not the ﬁrst to create such
works – the Greeks could also draw as they saw – but Giotto’s
work broke a millennium of religious symbolism and paved the
way for others at the start of the Renaissance period. Later, the
architect Filippo Brunelleschi (1377-1446) painted the reﬂection of parallel lines seen on a building directly onto a mirror,
or viewing plane, and showed that when the lines were extend-

ed, they all converged to a single vanishing point. The observation established the art of perspective drawing and helped
artists create more natural and convincing real life images. The
viewing plane, vanishing point, and imaginary lines of perspective quickly became essential tools for artists and illustrators
and could also be applied to three-dimensional work, examples
of which, through inﬂuence or coincidence, were the kabuki
dioramas that appeared in Japan centuries later.
Setting the Optical Illusion
The ﬁrst step in building a kumiage-toro kabuki diorama
was constructing the ﬂat base, which in most cases was assumed
to be rectangular. Fortunately, the publisher usually included
some recommended dimensions in the inset. For dioramas
printed on three to ﬁve sheets, a typical base was 3 x 1.5 shaku
(approximately 90cm x 45cm) with a rising elevation of 3 sun
(approximately 9cm) to the rear. The large size of the base was
perhaps in order to accommodate larger ﬁgures with some character detail, and as the dioramas were often placed outdoors for
public viewing, they probably needed to be of some size to attract attention.
3 sun
(approx. 9cm)

3 shaku
(approx. 90cm)

1.5 shaku
(approx. 45cm)

Figure 5: Base of a kabuki diorama

Vanishing Point
(Inside Viewing Plane)

Lines of
Perspective

Vanishing Point
(Outside Viewing Plane)

Horizon Line
Viewing Plane

Figure 4: Perspective illustration of simple building
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After preparing the base, which we also chose to cover with
colored paper to match the ground color depicted in the printed
inset, the pieces (ﬁgures, landscape, architectural features, etc.)
were glued on according to the inset. Typically, larger ﬁgures
were set nearer the front and scaled down ﬁgures set nearer the
back. The foreground ﬁgures were usually the major dramatic
elements of the scene. In some dioramas, an entire background
screen across the rear would provide a vista of a mountain, river,
or cliﬀ.
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Horizon Line

Vanishing Point

Figure 7: Viewing planes on a diorama
The horizontal plane
The very extreme background piece
The viewing plane
for the foreground
ﬁgure

The horizon line

Figure 6: The horizon line in a two-dimensional illustration

With all sets of eyes aligned with the horizon line, the ﬁgures can
be depicted nicely in perspective. The samurai warrior in the center appears to be in the foreground while the warrior on the left
appears to be slightly behind. On the other hand, the warrior on
the right appears to be some distance behind.

Figure 8: Print of Asagao Nikki, Morning Glory Diary.

The viewing plane for
the midground ﬁgure

The viewing plane for
the background ﬁgure

This is the story of two separated lovers. In this scene
the girl Asagao hopes to cross the river to join her lover
on the other side.
Sheet 1 of 4; Artist: Unknown
Publishing Date: 1893;
Publisher: Maki Kinnosuke, Tokyo.
Base size: 90cm x 45cm x 9cm
Original print owned by Dieter Neivergelt
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Horizon Line

A

C

Vanishing Point

B
D
Lines of Perspective

Figure 9: Perspective lines on the inset illustration of Asagao
Nikki
Note that the eyes of the three standing ﬁgures A, B, and
C all lie approximately on a natural horizon line. The
near shore line also presents a natural line of perspective. D, however, appears a little unnatural (unless he
is of diminutive stature) as, even allowing for the low
stance, the ﬁgure’s eyes are too far below the horizon
line.
Upon completion of the diorama, the builder may have
been delighted to discover the optical illusion of exaggerated
distance – we certainly were after building a number of examples ourselves. But while the illusion was clear in some dioramas, it was hardly noticeable in others. It may have been
that the latter were not designed with the illusion, or it may
have been that these “failures” were a result of “incorrect” assembly. With no precise instructions though, it was somehow
expected that the ordinary public – most likely also without
ﬁne knowledge of perspective art – set the illusion with only the
inset as reference. A basic understanding of perspective ideas,
however, may have helped builders understand how the optical illusion worked and increased the chances of the diorama
being assembled “correctly.” We found that by following crude
but simple principles in the relative placement of the human
ﬁgures, there was a better chance of creating the illusion, suggesting that these principles may have guided their design and
construction at the time. To publishers, though, an assembled
paper amusement and the quality of any illusion may not have
been of major consideration. More important would have been
how attractive the prints looked on a vendor’s stand.
In a canvas painting of two objects, one painted to look
nearby and the other painted to look far away, the viewer’s eye
does not have to adjust for distance while traveling from one
object to the other because both lie on the same viewing plane,
i.e., the canvas. In a kabuki diorama, however, each piece can
be imagined to lie on its own viewing plane. The planes lie
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parallel to each other with the foreground pieces on foreground
viewing planes and the background pieces on background
viewing planes. When the viewer’s eye moves from one object
to another scaled down object further away, the viewer’s eye
needs to readjust for distance because the second object lies on
a diﬀerent viewing plane further back. The sense of distance
is somewhat more realistic than in a two-dimensional picture
print and is the basis for the optical illusion in the dioramas.
It also suggests another reason why the bases for the kabuki
dioramas were rather large as the viewing planes in smaller displays were too close together. The eye needed little adjustment,
making the optical illusion weaker.
Figures 10a and b: Viewing planes on the assembled Asagao
Nikki Diorama

C

B

A

Each of the three standing ﬁgures in the diorama can be
imagined to lie on its own viewing plane: Asagao (A) on
a foreground viewing plane, the man waving a hat (B) on
a midground viewing plane, and the workman wearing
only a red cloth (C) on a background viewing plane.

Horizon plane

C
B

A

When viewed from in front, A, B, and C appear natural in
the scene as their eyes all lie on the horizontal plane. Note
also the clumps of rocks and vegetation.
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Figure 11: Print of Chuushingura Nana Dan Me,
The Treasury of the Loyal Retainers, Act 7

touch the display base. This may have been one reason for the
sloped base required of many of the kabuki dioramas. Each ﬁgure can now be moved on its own viewing plane to its intended
location according to the inset.
Interestingly, even the architecture and other background
pieces were designed to align with the lines of perspective. If
there were too many background pieces though, the key foreground ﬁgures could be lost in the color and chaos of the background. If there were too few pieces the diorama would appear
rather sparse. It may have been that a convenient way to solve
this problem was through the careful arrangement of the rocks
and clumps of vegetation.

Figures 12a and 12b: Display of Chuushingura Nana
Dan Me, The Treasury of the Loyal Retainers, Act 7
������������������

C
Sheet 1 of 4; Artist: Unknown
Publisher: Tsunashima Kamekichi, Tokyo
Publishing Date: 1914; Base size: 90cm x 45cm x 9cm
Original print owned by Dieter Neivergelt

In a two-dimensional perspective drawing, real lines running parallel to the ground converge in the viewing plane as
lines of perspective to vanishing points lying on an imaginary
horizon line. The horizon line is useful when painting, for example, street scenes at the eye level of a standing ﬁgure. By
aligning the eyes of the other standing ﬁgures with the horizon
line, all of the ﬁgures appear in proportion and the scene appears pleasingly natural. Admittedly though, this is an idealistic
situation as not everyone in real-life is the same height. The
equivalent idea in a three-dimensional diorama is to place the
eyes of all the ﬁgures onto a horizontal plane deﬁned by an
appropriate and imaginary horizon line across the very back
scenery pieces and the eyes of one of the major ﬁgures in the
foreground. By setting the major ﬁgure and the very back scenery pieces ﬁrst, the imaginary horizontal plane can be deﬁned.
How far back to place the other ﬁgures – and hence associated
viewing planes – is now a simple matter of keeping the eyes of
the ﬁgures on the horizontal plane while locating where the feet

10
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B
A

D

In this diorama, A, B, C, and D are the major characters of the scene and can all be placed on the same
viewing plane in the foreground.

���������������
������������

A

��������������������

This diorama also exhibits one-point perspective with
the vanishing point in the middle of the display. The
optical illusion occurs on the left side. Note that the
eyes of character A and those of the background ﬁgures
can also be arranged to lie on the horizontal plane.
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Figure 13: Print of Sanmon Go San Kiri

Figure 14: Display of Sanmon Go San Kiri.
Photo by Masashige Fuji

In this scene the theif Ishikawa Goemon is admiring a view of
cherry blossoms from atop of a gate at Nanzenji Temple but
is distracted by his enemy Mashiba Hisayoshi.
Unfortunately, at the time of assembly of this diorama, a print
of the second sheet could not be located, and the display was
completed based on the inset illustration on the ﬁrst sheet.

Sheet 1 of 2, (Sheet 2 missing)
Artist: Unknown; Publishing date: Unknown
Publisher: Unknown; Display base: 54cm x 30cm x 0cm
Original print owned by Robert Friedus.
There was also the question of how the diorama would
actually be displayed and viewed. The artists could incorporate
an optical illusion into the kabuki dioramas, but to fully appreciate it, the diorama was best viewed along the horizontal
plane. The printed inset suggested how this could be achieved,
i.e., by viewing the diorama directly from in front at eye level
with the characters. However, while a painting was – and obviously still is – routinely hung on a wall at eye level, a completed
diorama was more likely to have been displayed on a lower
table, well below the line of sight of a standing person. Unless
viewers also got down to the appropriate height, the display
would be viewed from above and the optical illusion would be
missed. If a builder wanted to show oﬀ the illusion to passersby, the diorama could be placed on a higher table or placed in
a specially made display box, inviting the viewer look into it

The Painter’s Journal, Fall 2009

View from behind the the diorama showing the open gate.
The horizonally ﬂat base and temptation to look through the
open gate entice the viewer to look up at the diorama from
directly in front, allowing the beauty of the cherry blossoms
that bewitched Goemon to be appreciated with the cherry
blossom trees towering over the open area in front of the
gate. Ironically, Goemon is looking down at an imaginary
scene of blossoms. Another feature of the diorama is that
Goemon and Hisayoshi clearly lie on diﬀerent viewing planes
and yet both are depicted the same size. This may have been
accidental or perhaps deliberate to emphasize Goemon’s
larger-than-life image. Ann Herring suggests it may even
have been so as not to displease the fans of either actor.
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and hence along the horizon plane. But, of course, as interesting as the illusion was, it was not the only attraction and even if
passers-by missed it, the dioramas could still be appreciated for
their beauty and dramatic moment no matter how they were
displayed.
The Disappearing Diorama
The decline of nishiki-e early in the 20th century did not
mean the end of paper modeling in Japan. Paper models continued to ﬂourish as magazine supplements and no doubt imports
were available, too. However, while the smaller paper models
continued to be produced, the larger dioramas of the Edo and
Meiji Periods all but disappeared. Compared to newer forms
of amusements, the assembly of large, complex, and probably
inconvenient paper dioramas may have become by this time a
tiresome and unfashionable exercise.
In only a very short time, kumiage-toro also all but vanished from public consciousness. By as early as the second half
of the twentieth century very few people, even in Japan, were
familiar with the terms kumiage-toro or tatebanko. Even avid
paper model enthusiasts needed the terms explained and they
became an unnoticed omission from texts on Japanese crafts
and amusements. Their disappearance is even more mysterious considering that many of the displays would delight viewers today. Various reasons have been suggested: the disposable
nature of kumiage-toro meant very few prints survived; their
perceived lack of worth motivated little study; and completed
models may have had relatively short shelf lives. Exhibitions of
kumiage-toro are held occasionally but there is still very little
information available. Also, before the advent of copying machines, the study of diorama assembly may have meant damage
to the original prints and in some cases may not have been possible at all due to missing sheets. Nowadays, however, digital
image processing and the Internet have helped create a new
surge of interest in paper modeling and a staggering range of
stand-up paper creations is available for all kinds of displays,
demonstrations, educational purposes, hobby amusement, and
artwork, many featuring moving parts and optical illusions. It
may be that attention will once again turn to those unusual
works that once were popular.
Note: We would like to thank Ann Herring for her comments
regarding the historical aspects of kumiage-toro.
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Aging Gracefully:

Part I

by Peter S. Miller
One of my most vivid memories from the ﬁrst big motion picture that I worked on were the labels on two cans of
paint sitting side by side on the shelf where the “mixed” colors
were stored. Somebody on our crew obviously had a sense of
humor: one can was labeled “Old Age” while the can next to it
was labeled “New Age.”
Whether we call it “distressing,” “weathering,” or (if our
designer is British) “breaking down,” “age” or “aging” refers to
the physical deterioration and paint treatments on a set which
simulate the passage of time and make it look realistically “lived
in.” It can be as subtle as ﬁngerprint smudges of dirt around
drawer handles and light switches or as obvious as the damage
from vandalism, a ﬁre, or a bomb blast. It all depends upon

the plot, the period of the story, the ﬁctional history of the set,
and the lives of the characters who supposedly inhabit it.
While attending this year’s USITT conference in Cincinnati, I had the opportunity to look at the portfolios of several
young scenic artists and realized that many university scene
painting classes, (including my own) emphasize traditional
backdrop and trompe l’oeil painting over realistic aging techniques. There is good reason for this since in the theater, scenery is usually more stylized than it is in a ﬁlm. Even in a “realistic” box set, walls are opened up to enhance sight lines, ceilings
are partially removed to accommodate lighting and ﬂoors are
often raked at an angle to make actors’ faces more visible.
In opera and theater, aging techniques are sometimes used
to focus the attention of the audience on certain areas of the set.
A darker, painted “ombre” or “vignette” is sprayed on the upper
walls and edges of the ﬂoor to keep eyes from straying into the

Figure Above: The techniques used to simulate this weathered “ghost sign” will be discussed in a future issue.
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wings or up to the ﬂies. In opera, the poorer characters sometimes inhabit a hovel or an attic the size of a small cathedral. A
painted “ombre” can make the set seem more plausibly claustrophobic: these painted shadows are often justiﬁed as “age.”
Some of the ﬁne, realistic details visible to the camera and
intended for the projection on a motion picture screen may be
too subtle for the theatrical stage. However, after more than a
decade of working on and oﬀ in ﬁlm and television, I look back
on some of the theatrical productions that I have worked on
and wished I had known some of the camera aging techniques
that I use now. With colors strengthened and the scale enhanced to read from the audience, camera painting techniques
can be very eﬀective in the theater. In any case, painting for
ﬁlm deﬁnitely sharpens one’s powers of observation: the real
world becomes a far more interesting place; there’s always a new
water stain or rust spot to check out!
In future articles I will oﬀer examples of how some of these
eﬀects can be achieved, but ﬁrst I want to discuss why aging is
important, and show some examples of actual aging in the real
world.
On ﬁlm locations, objects which are too time consuming or expensive to remove or are inappropriate for the period
or plot of the movie (such as parking meters or exit signs) are
sometimes disguised with a “toaster cover” – a hollow appliqué that ﬁts over the oﬀending object. Occasionally, lighting
equipment or stunt rigs that must appear in the shot need to be
camouﬂaged to avoid attracting attention. The add-on pieces
will need to be artiﬁcially aged to match the real weathering
present on the location.
A typical example from a ﬁlm that I worked on several
years ago required that a character be killed by an air conditioner dropped from a window. One of the camera angles was
from the roof of a building looking down onto the cement sidewalk. Unfortunately the sidewalk had several much darker asphalt repairs which were distracting when viewed directly from
above. The scenic department painted a muslin groundcloth
to simulate several sections of concrete sidewalk, matching the
colors to photographs and Pantone chips from the location.
The cloth was also aged to match the real sidewalk. On the day
of the shoot, the fabric was applied with double stick tape and
dressed with dead leaves and trash to disguise the edge.

14
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In addition to photographs, when an exact match to a location is critical, color samples are painted on site by a member
of the scenic department.
Due to problems recording clear, synchronous dialogue
free of background noise, lighting issues, and the expense and
inconvenience of moving an entire ﬁlm crew to a location, if a
setting is used several times, it is often more eﬃcient and cost
eﬀective to create it on a sound stage. A common strategy is to
use a real location for the exterior of the building and a studio
set for the interior. To link the two in the mind of the audience, the production designer will replicate a portion of the
exterior on the stage, especially areas around doors and windows. Since the audience has seen the real thing, often seconds
earlier, it is vital to the illusion that the match be as accurate as
possible, including the aging. Whether we are having high tea
at the Waldorf Astoria or waiting for a drug deal to go down at
the old, abandoned warehouse by the docks, the studio set will
require aging as well!
In sets that replicate older buildings, special “fat paint” is
used to simulate the layers of paint that build up over time. In
train stations, hospitals, prisons, slum hallways, and the toilets
of sleazy bars, scenic artists must imitate the sloppy cut-ins,
drips, roller marks and bad color matching of bored institutional painters and building superintendants. Aging details
might include the scrapes from furniture on woodwork, stains
on wallpaper where a leaky roof or window has allowed water
to seep in, ﬂaking or cracked paint and plaster, scuﬀ marks, wax
buildup and general grunge on ﬂoors, worn areas around door
sills and handles, and a nicotine haze on walls and ceilings from
years of cigar and cigarette smoke.
Other details indicate the habits, lifestyle and socio-economic background of the characters: how often do they mop
the ﬂoor, and do they splash the baseboard? When do they
wash the windows? Why can’t they aﬀord to ﬁx that sagging
porch? When are they going to clean that stove; or do they always order take out and scrawl the numbers on the wall by the
phone? Or maybe they are just too clean, in a surreal, robotic,
Stepfordish-sort of way?
Some designers and directors prefer real places in spite of
the inconveniences, because of the built-in history that already
exists: ﬂoors that are not perfectly level, corners that are already
damaged and windows that are slightly trapezoidal because the
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building has settled over time. However, any new additions
will need to be carefully built, texture-painted and aged to
match the actual environment.
Signs are a special category. The content of the sign, the
style of the lettering, and its physical condition can give important clues to the audience about plot, character, and the period
of a play or ﬁlm. Is it the slick, custom-made logo of a faceless
corporation bent on world domination, or the hand-painted
cardboard sign of the sincere but unskilled protester speaking
truth to power? A sign can also conceal something on a location (perhaps another sign?) that for some reason cannot be
easily removed.

Figure 1

Once an exterior sign has been exposed to the weather for
a while, it will begin to show indications of age. Metal attachments begin to corrode and rain washes streaks of rust down
the face. The sun bleaches the paint, and the individual brushstrokes of the letters begin to show. If it is up for many years
the paint peels, exposing the rusted metal or weathered wood
beneath. If the sign is more modern, applied vinyl lettering will
crack and buckle.
Inhabitants of older cities may be familiar with the phenomenon of “ghost signs,” faded reminders of another era,
which still haunt the brick walls of older buildings touting
long-vanished products like “women’s shirt waists” or “ﬁve cent
cigars.” Occasionally, ﬂaking paint reveals an even older sign
barely perceptible on the wall beneath.

Figure 2

The following is a series of photographs illustrating many of
the examples described above.
Figure 1: An example of a ghost sign was recently revealed in
the theatre district of Manhattan, when a building was demolished. The “hotel” sign is superimposed over the “cigar” sign;
the upper part is heavily worn where it was not protected from
the elements by the torn down building.
Figure 2: Another ghost sign; you can barely discern the word
“cold” beneath the more recent “Men’s and Boys.”
Figure 3: A subtler example: the red paint of the letters on this
plexiglass sign has begun to deteriorate, following the direction
of the original brushstrokes; the rust streak down the face is
from the metal support frame.

Figure 3
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Figure 4: This sign from an abandoned
diner is a spectacular example of advanced urban decay. The dangling neon,
peeling paint, and dramatic rust stains
are so extreme that it almost appears artiﬁcial.

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 5: The applied vinyl lettering on
this old train car has begun to peel and
crack. Also, notice the subtle rust stain
from the roof overhang. This is also a
great example of a sloppy industrial
paint job. The painters are too lazy or
unskilled to cut in properly around the
letters and there are drips above the “R”
and “S.”

Figure 8

Figure 6: This detail of the door of an
abandoned house shows how aged, ﬂaking paint often follows the direction
of the brushstrokes and the grain of a
wooden plank.
Figure 7: The eﬀect can be quite spectacular, when there are several layers of
paint with contrasting colors.

Figure 6

Figure 8: As wood and plaster walls settle
over time, and moisture and temperature
changes take their toll, paint and plaster
can crack and peel dramatically.

Figure 9

Figure 9: Multiple layers of old paint
buildup can be quite dimensional, as
seen on this nineteenth-century brownstone door.
Figure 10: Old paint can also form a
subtle texture of tiny cracks.

Figure 7
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Figure 10
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Figure 11: The wear and tear caused by
humans also plays a part. This detail of an
institutional door shows how the hands of
thousands of visitors have worn through at
least four layers of paint.

Figure 11

Figure 12: A building’s physical deterioration often exposes the materials and methods used in its construction. A hole in the
roof has allowed rain in, rusting the pressed
metal ceiling and damaging the wall. Four
layers are revealed: the lath and timber
framing, a rough scratch coat of plaster, a
top coat of smoother plaster and at least
two layers of paint.

Figure 14

Figure 13: Unpainted wood shows age in
several ways: The sun gradually bleaches
it to a weathered driftwood gray, and as
it dries, splits form along the grain. This
“checking” is seen in an old dock piling.
Figure 14: This weathered wood at the
South Street Seaport in New York City
shows dramatic streaks caused by the action of water over many years. The brown
discoloration is probably rust and the green
is mold or algae.

Figure 12

Figure 15

Figure 15: In interiors, where wood is sheltered from weather and protected by a ﬁnish, the eﬀects of age are less obvious. This
paneling barely shows its age. There are a
few scrapes and scratches; most noticeable
is the discoloration along the baseboard
where wax and dirt have built up over
time.
Figure 16: The much older, carved linenfold paneled door from the 15th century
has been well cared for but shows marks
from the adze that was used in its construction, as well as some minor scrapes. Notice
the peg construction.

Figure 13
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Figure 17

Figure 21

Figure 22

Figure 18

Figure 17: The eﬀects of heavy use can be quite obvious. This door has been
kicked by thousands of feet, scraping the ﬁnish down to bare wood.

Figure 19

Figure 18: One of the most dramatic aging eﬀects on walls are the vertical
stains and drips from dirt carried by water. In urban settings, where soot and
car exhaust are ever present, they can be very pronounced. On the Brooklyn
Bridge, dirt has collected in the grooves of the mortar and has washed down
the wall.
Figure 19: A similar eﬀect can be seen on the stone of this 18th century fort.
The gray streaks are caused by lime leaching out of the mortar.
Figure 20: Rust has almost entirely overwhelmed this metal sign; it was once
white with red lettering, but now the gritty rust texture dominates.

Figure 20

Figure 21: The edges of stonework in high traﬃc areas often show signs of
wear. The stone corner of this Fifth Avenue building once had sharp, crisp
edges, but they have been chipped and broken over many years.
Figure 22: Cement sidewalks deteriorate over time due to expansion and
contraction during hot and cold seasons as well as foot traﬃc. This pavement
has fractured along stress lines that somewhat resemble the veins in a piece of
marble.
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Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25

Figure 26

Figures 23 and 24: If exposed to rain and moisture for any length of time, iron and steel rust.
Colors can range from a subdued brown to a vibrant orange. These two photos show multiple layers of paint ﬂaking oﬀ cast iron pilasters where the unprotected metal has rusted.
Figure 25: This sheet metal wall covered with paint and graﬃti is a spectacular example of
urban decay. Notice the rich colors of the rust and the streaks over the remaining fragments
of paint.
Figures 26 and 27: Other metals like bronze and copper develop a bluish-green patina over
time. In some cases, water will carry dark streaks from the metal onto stone or brick. On
some sculptures, patina eﬀects are created artiﬁcially with chemicals. These two photos are
examples of patined bronze.
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Figure 28: We are often asked to create brick, and a little aging always
seems to make our artiﬁcial brick more convincing. How it ages depends
on whether it has been exposed to the elements and how well it has been
maintained. Here is the freshly laid brick from a new condominium.
Figure 29: In contrast, this is the century old brick from the interior of
an abandoned rail terminal.
Figure 30: This crumbling wall is a great example of brick with real character. It has been patched and repaired several times and has traces of
paint and tar on it as well. Although it is not shown in these examples,
brick walls sometimes develop the vertical water marks seen on the previous stone examples.

Figure 28

An important resource for scenic artists and designers working in
theater, ﬁlm or television is the series of Surfaces books by Judy A. Juracek. Both the original edition of Surfaces and its companion, Architectural Surfaces, have many ﬁne photographic examples of actual aging,
and the books also contain a CD-ROM, making it possible to print out
pictures in a larger scale for easy color matching and making it possible
to keep paint oﬀ the books! The Surfaces series, which also includes Soft
Surfaces (fabrics) and Natural Surfaces (trees, rocks, clouds, water etc.), is
published by W.W. Norton & Company; 500 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
10110 and is available online and in many large bookstores.
I hope that by oﬀering some examples of actual aging in the real
world I have raised awareness of the important role that aging plays in the
creation of a convincingly realistic set. In future issues I will demonstrate
some techniques which can be used for the camera and arena stage, or
with a little modiﬁcation for a larger proscenium theatre.

Figure 29

Figure 30
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Giving You the Business: Part 2

or “I Got the Job, Now What? I have
to Hire People!”
by Donna Wymore
In my article in the Winter 2008 issue of The Painter’s
Journal, I outlined some basics concerning bidding a job,
accounting for time and estimating expenses. This time,
I would like to touch upon some of the situations you
may encounter when you have the occasion to hire other
people to work for you.
Once again, this is just some “nut and bolts” to familiarize you with what to expect when you have to hire
others to help you execute a job. This is by no means the
only way and certainly isn’t a substitute for professional
legal or ﬁnancial advice. It may, however, save you from
some grief when (and if ) you have to hire others to work
on a job with you.
The ﬁrst thing you need to determine is: are you an
employee to the person who hired you to perform the
work or are you an independent contractor? Once you
determine this, then you can determine if the person or
people working for you are employees or independent
contractors to you. Below are listed some Internal Revenue Service guidelines to help you decide.
Employee vs. Independent Contractor
Employee: the employer has the right to control how an
employee performs the service.

Independent contractor: determines for themselves when,
how and where the work is performed.
Training
Employee: is trained to perform the job in a particular
method in accordance with the employer’s standards;
sometimes they are trained by fellow employees or by attending meetings.
Independent contractor: uses his/her own methods to perform the job and does not receive any job training.
Integration
Employee: if the services the individual performs are integrated into the operation or the ﬁnal product of the
business or project, this indicates that the person is subject to control and direction by the employer, and is an
employee.
Independent contractor: the services performed by the individual are not integrated into the business operation
nor into the ﬁnal product of the business, and are not
subject to direction or control of the project or job.
Personal Services
Employee: must perform the services in person, where,
and when the employer determines.
Independent contractor: determines when and where to
perform the service, or performs services as determined
by a contract.

Independent contractor: determines for themselves when
and how the work is performed.

Use of Assistants
Employee: the employer hires, pays and supervises any assistants to the individual, even if that individual is hired
under a limited time contract.

These two deﬁnitions will help you to decide how
you want to approach your situation from the get go.
Now, let’s get some speciﬁcs on each:

Independent contractor: hires, supervises and pays any assistant working for him or her; works under a contract
for the job.

Instructions
Employee: the employer determines when, how and where
the individual performs the work.

Ongoing Relationship
Employee: performs consistent work, whether or not it is
part time, seasonal, or irregular.
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Independent contractor: performs occasional work, resulting in a limited time or limited service contract.
Fixed Hours of Work, Full Time Work and Multiple
Clients
Employee: work hours are determined by the employer;
employer may restrict the employee from taking other
jobs or having multiple clients.

Payment of Expenses
Employee: if the individual is paid for expenses (example:
travel, parking, computer software), the employer has the
right to regulate and direct these business activities.
Independent contractor: These same expenses are included
in the bottom line of the contract as part of their services.

Independent contractor: sets own hours to complete the
job; can contract to work for other clients in the same
time frame and may have multiple clients.

Providing Tools and Equipment
Employee: uses tools and equipment that belong to the
employer.

Work Location
Employee: generally performs the work on the employer’s
premises; may occasionally perform the work oﬀsite.

Independent contractor: provides own tools and equipment.

Independent contractor: performs the work both on premises and oﬀsite.
Work Flow and Reports
Employee: routines, schedules and progress patterns are established by the employer. Regular reports (oral, written)
are determined by employer.
Independent contractor: establishes routines, schedules and
progress patterns as determined by a contract. Reports
(oral, written) are determined by the contract schedule.
Manner of Payment
Employee: paid by the hour, week or month. Social Security, local, state and federal taxes, Worker’s Compensation
are typically deducted from the individual’s pay check.
Also, there may be voluntary deductions such as IRA contributions and payroll savings plans.
Independent contractor: paid in installments or one lump
sum with no deductions. The individual is responsible for
paying their own taxes, Social Security, accident, liability,
Worker’s Compensation and business insurances.
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Investment
Employee: has little or no investment in the facility where
the work is performed.
Independent contractor: has some or a signiﬁcant amount
invested in their own work facility.
Proﬁt or Loss
Employee: does not incur direct proﬁt or loss; they are
paid regardless of the proﬁt or loss of the job.
Independent contractor: can beneﬁt from a proﬁt, or can
incur a loss due to liability, unforeseen expenses or too
low of a bid price of contract.
Marketing
Employee: doesn’t market their services to the public on a
regular basis.
Independent contractor: must market their services to keep
working.
Discharging and Quitting
Employee: can be discharged by the employer at any
time; likewise, an employee has a right to quit at anytime
without facing liability.
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Independent contractor: cannot be dismissed unless the
terms of the contract have not been met; likewise, the individual cannot quit without contractual liability.
Having People Work for You - A Whole Diﬀerent Ball
Game
Working for yourself as an independent contractor is one thing but hiring people to work for you is a
whole diﬀerent ball game. Suddenly, you are responsible
for someone else’s safety, taxes and income. You have to
ask yourself exactly how you are going to handle payroll,
taxes, and liability insurances for that person or persons.
Ask yourself: How much of it do I want to do myself or
should I hire a company or individual to do for me? Yes,
I know - this is a “Necessary Evil” but it has to be done.
You say, “Donna, what does this have to do with hiring
my friend Bob to paint a show in my garage?” My answer:
absolutely everything.
The Absolutely Everything Part
Worker’s compensation and liability insurances: As an employee, you are covered by your employer’s liability and
worker’s compensation insurance. As an independent
contractor, you have to provide this for yourself and everyone who is working for you. If you skate on this point
for yourself and you get hurt, that’s your own tough luck,
money and time. However, if you skate on this and someone who is working for you gets hurt, that’s another ball
game because you are legally responsible for their safety
and welfare. This is a tremendous liability and responsibility. Without worker’s compensation and liability insurance, an accident could end up costing you lots of money
in legal actions and medical bills, all of which could haunt
you and your FICO score for many years to come. You
say, “Bob’s my friend - he wouldn’t do that to me.” Famous last words. Many a friendship was lost forever over
money, injury and loss of income. Don’t chance it; be responsible and have insurance. You can get this insurance
through a company that handles business insurances or
you can engage a payroll company to handle your payroll,
even if it’s on a casual or part time basis.
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Business insurance: Business insurance covers a variety of
things, such as robbery and theft, water damage (if you
rent a shop space), accidents for visitors (not employees),
equipment damages. If you are using scaﬀolding to paint
a mural outdoors, your client may require you to have
proof of liability (business insurance). You can get this
insurance from most general insurance agencies.
Taxes: Your friend/assistant Bob asks you to pay him
“under the table,” meaning he doesn’t want to report this
income to the IRS. Although Bob is your friend, what do
you really know about Bob’s ﬁnances? Does he owe back
taxes or have some other court order that garnishes his
wages? Bob may be a “stand up guy” but do you want
to personally chance that Bob may or may not pay the
IRS? Ultimately, you are responsible for the local, state,
and federal taxes and Social Security payments from the
contracted job. You will receive a year end 1099 form
from the person or company that hired you; they have
reported that money to the IRS. You have to account
for that money: what was spent on materials, oﬃce supplies, utilities, non -expendable equipment and labor especially labor. This accounting is called a “Proﬁt or
Loss Statement.” There are now many software programs
(such as Quick Books) that can assist you with simple
payroll and bookkeeping procedures. However, it does
require some time, eﬀort and skill to use some of these
programs. Also, at the end of the year, an accountant or
tax professional should double check your ﬁgures, just to
be certain that the correct taxes were paid, and, if necessary, set you up on a quarterly tax ﬁling schedule. You
are responsible to the IRS for any incorrect payments.
If you don’t report Bob’s taxes, you may have to pay the
taxes yourself.
Payroll Companies: If you don’t want to learn or if you
don’t have time to devote to a payroll system, a payroll
company is a good alternative. There are several payroll
companies that specialize in the entertainment industry.
They understand that you may use their services on an
infrequent basis and they are set up for that. A payroll
company will provide all of the services you will need:
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paychecks, tax deductions, providing year-end W-2s to
your people, Worker’s Compensation Insurance, Social
Security deductions, paycheck direct deposits, unemployment insurance and so forth. Typically, they charge between 4 to 8 percent of the worker’s weekly gross amount
for their services. Yes, that can be a substantial amount,
but ask yourself, “Is it worth it?” Here are a few nationwide companies to check out if you are considering a payroll service:
• Pay Reel (www.payreel.com) 800-352-7397
• Cast and Crew Payroll (www.castandcrew.com)
818-848-6022
• ABS Payroll (abspayroll.net) 212-675-4600
• Media Services (www.media-services.com)

Now that you have a basic outline of what you need
to have in place before you hire people, you are ready
to get them working. Next time: Hiring and Firing (aka
“The Agony and the Ecstasy”). After that: Contracts, Getting Paid and other Unsolved Mysteries.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Donna Wymore has been a professional scenic artist since
1977. She has written articles for Dramatics Magazine,
Teaching Theater Magazine, Carousel News and Trader
Magazine as well as several articles for The Painter’s Journal. Donna reminds you that you should consult with a
tax professional and an insurance professional when starting your own business and/or when hiring others to work
for you.

Scenic Fitches at a Great Price!
Backstage Hardware has the best prices!

Prices by Size/Set

Each one of our scenic fitches is hand-made in
the U.S. using the finest Shanghai unbleached
hog bristle and a seamless nickel ferrule. The
brushes are cup-chiseled, allowing paint to
remain in the middle of the brush and giving
the artist a cleaner stroke. The lacquer-dipped
white birch handles are kiln-dried so they will
not warp.

¼”
½”
¾”
1”
1¼”
1½”
2”
3”

Purchase by the set for a great value.

$3.75
$5.50
$8.50
$13.50
$18.00
$21.25
$26.25
$35.70

Set of first 4 sizes above: $25.00
Set of first 7 sizes above: $77.58
All 8 sizes : $107.10

21 Drydock Ave.
Boston, MA 02210
Phone: 800.698.8995
Fax: 617.330.6997
sales@backstagehardware.com
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DHARMA TRADING COMPANY
PFD Fabrics:
Prepared for Dyeing!
Ready to Ship!
Yards or Bolts
Wholesale
Prices!

FABRIC DYES & FABRIC PAINTS!
Bulk Order Discounts & Large Sizes
REALLY WIDE BLANK FABRICS!
Tons of Cotton, Silk, Rayon & Linen Fabrics
WIDE Silks • WIDE Ink Jet Fabrics
Silk Habotai up to 108” wide
Cotton Muslin up to 120” wide
Fabric Samples Available!

4☮

Silk Dyes & Silk Paints, Fabric Sculpture Products,
Pigment Dyes, “Black Light” Paints, Waxes & Resists, Stencilling
Supplies, Markers, Brushes, Safety Supplies, Fire Retardant & more!

YEARS OF COLOR

Place your order online 24 / 7 at:

www.dharmatrading.com

or CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-542-5227

TEXTILE CRAFT SUPPLIES
For Artists, Craftspersons & Industry

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE
AT FAIR PRICES

SINCE 1969

LOOKING FOR BACK ISSUES?
WE’VE GOT THEM!
BUY ONLINE AT:

www.paintersjournal.com

All previous 19 issues of The Painter’s Journal, as well as
2009-10 subscriptions, are available for purchase. You
can view the table of contents for each issue online at
www.paintersjournal.com.

Pricing

Single Issue: $9.00
Entire year (3 issues): $27.00
Entire set of back issues (6 years, 19 issues): $135.00

Questions?

Please write us at phelps@paintersjournal.com, or call
781-526-1017.

